


this presentation was created to 
accompany an in-person 
mapping & coordinate 

orientation session 

viewing it here does not have the full 
content of the live presentation



 
datums, 
coordinates, 
maps and GPS



accurate position reporting 
isn’t everything…. 

….it’s the 

only thing!



it is critical your GPS and 
maps are using the same  

datum and coordinate system 
as others operating with you 



when operating as a group, all parties 
involved must be using the same 

coordinate system and map series  



NAD 27
NAD 83

WGS 84

datums are the models on 

which USGS coordinate 

points are based 



NAD 27

North American Datum 1927 

based on surveys of  the entire 

continent from a common reference 

point near the center of  the 

contiguous United States



NAD 27

was replaced by more accurate 

NAD 83 but remains important 

as many past surveys and topo 

maps were created 

using NAD 27



NAD 83 is based on newer 
technologies, it is geocentric datum 

having no initial starting point  
on the earth

NAD 83



a location point having a given 

latitude and longitude in NAD 27 

may be displaced on the order of  

many tens of  meters from the 

same latitude and longitude 

as given in NAD 83



WGS 84
World Geodetic System

 

WGS 84 defines an Earth-centered 

Earth-fixed coordinate system 

the standard used in cartography, 

geodesy, and satellite navigation 

including GPS 



accuracy is within 
two meters (6.5ft)

of  NAD 83 

WGS 84

WGS 84 is calibrated to the 

average of  stations located 

all over the world



WGS 84 is the current 

standard for most 

consumer GPS

products 



Google Earth uses WGS 84 

datum exclusively



if  you use a GPS device, 
calibrated WGS 84, to navigate 

to NAD 27 coordinates you 
could be off  by a substantial 

distance



WGS 84 vs NAD 27

1000m or 3800ft



navigation



prime

equator



common coordinate systems 

latitude / longitude

universal transverse mercator

(lat / lon)

UTM



longitude 

“E” (+) suffix for east of  

prime meridian

“W” (-) suffix for west of  

prime meridian



“N” (-) suffix is a location 

north of  the Equator 

latitude

“S” (+) suffix is a location 

south of  the Equator 



one degree of  latitude equals 
69 miles on the earth’s surface 

 one degree of  latitude can be 
divided into 60 minutes, one 

minute equals 1.15 miles

one minute can be divided into 60 
seconds,  one second of  latitude 

equals 101 ft 



latitude lines 

are parallel, 

no matter 

where you are 

on earth, 

latitude lines 

are the same 

distance apart



longitude

Easterly or Westerly

0° at prime meridian 

Greenwich, England

longitudinal lines converge as 

they approach the poles



google earth 
offers five 
coordinate  

options

coordinates can be given in 
several formats



decimal degrees
44.912094˚ / -116.097559˚

degrees, minutes, seconds
44˚54'43.54" N  / 116˚51’ 51.21" W

degrees, decimal minutes 
44˚54.725 N / 116˚5.854’ W

UTM
11T 571234.23 m N  / 4973581.36 m N



decimal degrees

degrees,  minutes, seconds

decimal degrees

degrees, decimal minutes

UTM



UTM

Universal Transverse Mercator

 

a coordinate grid system named 

for the map projection on 

which it is based 



with the advent of  consumer GPS  
receivers, many map users are 
adopting the UTM grid system

 the UTM system is simpler to use 
than latitude & longitude 



the UTM system consists of  

60 zones, each 6-degrees of  

longitude in width

UTM





most USGS  topo maps 
produced after 1977 show UTM 

tic marks on the sides of  the 
map every 1,000m 

those produced after 2009 
include full UTM grid lines 



lat / lon & UTM “tics”
on topo maps



united states national grid 
(USNG) 



USNG

extensible resolution

four digits:      1,000 square meters

six digits:      100 square meters

eight digits:  10 square meters

ten digits:         1 square meter

nationally consistent grid system



which systems to use

served agencies requirements 

paper map standards 

GPS receiver capabilities

mapping software capabilities

web applications, i.e 

google earth



topo maps 

& GPS



the geological survey publishes 
several types of  maps using 

several scales 



historical maps 

can give insight 

into archaic 

features, 

locations and 

names 



historical maps 

may lack the 

precise 

coordinates found 

on contemporary 

topo maps





1:24,000-scale 

(7.5-minute) topo map



commercial topo maps such as 
national geographic topo are 

based on USGS 7.5-minute maps



the map scale, datum, and the 
coordinate system(s) utilized will appear 

in map margins 



MAP SCALES 



the scale used for 7.5 minute 
topographic mapping is 1:24,000 

each linear inch on the map equals 

2000 linear feet on the ground

the map distance scale does not 

take into consideration 

the terrain



a 7.5 min quadrangle 
map shows 7.5 min 
latitude and 7.5 min 

longitude and covers 
an area of  49 x 70 

miles 



squares on the 
7.5 min x 7.5 min map represent 

2000 ft x 2000 ft

note: the lines on the map appear 

slanted as they conform to the 

curvature of  the earth





coordinate finding tools



the next two slides require 

an internet connection



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mv7

ZnNFsgsQ&list=PLXnBhKijIWh8fBikDvCA

6SeLnAwiAJvEm

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mv7

ZnNFsgsQ&list=PLXnBhKijIWh8fBikDvCA

6SeLnAwiAJvEm

plotting UTM on a paper 

topo map



https://youtu.be/z64D1GOV-

Lk?list=PLXnBhKijIWh_uZzxpI8I50Sss7Kx

R3DhT

plotting lat / lon on a 

paper map



https://www.usgs.gov/programs/national-

geospatial-program/topographic-maps



global positioning system

GPS



hardware enhancements

GPS receivers

how they work

which system to use

useful applications



GPS units use data from 
these satellites to triangulate a 

position on the ground  





commercial GPS is a satellite-based 
navigation system made up of  32 

global satellites 



the U.S. military operates 

about 24 geo-stationary navigation 

satellites known as the 

NAVSTAR System



NAVSTAR is a “hardened”, 
highly accurate system 
and can create 3D images 
from satellite data

system access requires 
specialized modules  
to decode position data



military GPS receivers utilize the 
selective availability anti-spoofing 

module (SAASM) to access the 
precise positioning service signal 
for enhanced accuracy and signal 

protection not available to 
commercial equipment



to program a GPS device, first 
determine which map datum 
and coordinate system to use



most consumer GPS 
devices allow 

position format and 
datum  selection



the more satellites 
the GPS sees, the more accurate 

the position read-out

typically, 4 satellites are 

required for 

minimum accuracy

12 satellites produce a high 

degree of  accuracy



Wide Area Augmentation System

ground based GPS error 

correction system 

enhances accuracy 

WAAS



WAAS was developed by the FAA 
to enhance aircraft navigation and 

to augment ils approaches

most consumer GPS 

devices today are 

WAAS enabled





links to more training, 
resources and useful 

applications
can be found at 

ciarc.org
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